Data Components Needed to
Obtain a Competitive Health
Insurance Quote
Please gather as much of these data components as
possible and submit to
brian@houstonbenefitservices.com
Office (832) 746-7270
Or fax info to: (281) 310-5250

Data Component #1 - Employee Census
A complete census showing all of the following items for each employee listed
4. Zip Code

5. Coverage Type

(Required)

(Required)

Used to predict the cost
of medicine by area and
to select the most
appropriate PPO
network.

Used to determine which
plan type the employee
participates in. EE is
Employee Only, ES is
Employee and Spouse, EC
is Employee and Children,
and FF is Full Family. If you
are three tiered, then it is EE,
EE+1 and EE+2 or more.

3. Gender
(Required)

Used to determine a sex
factor, which is
necessary to calculate a
manual quote.

2. Date of Hire
(Optional, but strongly
recommended))

Used to analyze turnover
and to determine if plan
eligibility based on years
of service is appropriate.

1. Age or DOB
(Required)

Used to determine an
age factor, which is
necessary to calculate a
manual quote.

6, 7
COBRA &
Retiree
(Optional)

Used to
determine which
plan participants
are on COBRA
or on the Retiree
medical plan.

8. Plan
(Required if multiple
plans are offered)

Used to determine
which medical
plan the employee
has elected. (e.g.,
Plan A may be the
low cost plan, Plan
B may be the high
plan)

9. Dental
(Required if dental
is offered)

Used to
estimate the
cost of covering
the dental under
the plan’s stop
loss attachment
point.

9. Class
(Optional)

Each company may
choose to define their
class structure any way
they wish. By including
this column, employers
will receive free
consulting on how their
benefit plan can be
configured to meet the
personal budgets of the
different classes of
employees. For
example, the hourly
class of employees may
only be able to afford
$100 per month to
cover their family
members. In this case,
engineering a plan for
this class which meets
their budgetary needs
makes more sense than
offering a plan only the
sickest can afford.

Submit Census to:
Houston Benefit
Services Inc.
Fax (281) 310 5250
or email electronically to:
brian@houstonbenefitservi
ces.com

Data Component #2 - Current Benefit(s)
A detail of the current plan design (s) being offered.
Deductible
(Required)

Used to determine how much of the claim
costs are being shifted to employees via
deductible.

Coinsurance
(i.e. 80%/60% to $10,000)
(Required)

Used to determine how much of the costs are
shifted to employees via a percentage of
costs calculation. Usually, coinsurance will
be calculated as in network, the Plan Pays
80% and out of network the plan pays 60% to
a specified limit ($10,000).

Out-Of-Pocket Maximum

Copays/Routine Services
Coverage

Eligibility

(Required)

Used to determine the applicable waiting
period(s) related to the plan.

Used to determine how much up front
economic involvement participants have
when they use common medical services.

(Optional)

Ancillary Components
(Important)

Used to determine how the previous plan
covered ancillary services like nurse help
lines, employee assistance plans wellness
initiatives, hearing benefits and chiropractic.

Prescription Drugs
(Required)

Used to determine how the previous plan
shared the costs of different types of drugs.

(Required)

Used to determine how much the out-ofpocket maximum exposure the plan
participant will have in the coverage period.

Current Network(s)
(Optional)

Used to determine how much the out-ofpocket maximum exposure the plan
participant will have in the coverage period.

Lifetime Maximum
(Required)

Used to determine how much the maximum
payout the plan will make is (e.g., Lifetime
Maximum of $1 million)

Submit Benefits History to:
Houston Benefit Services Inc
Fax (281) 310 5250
or email electronically to:

brian@houstonbenefitservices.com

Data Component #3 - Paid Claims Report
An aggregate paid claims report for the previous 3 years.
Contract
Basis

Claim Types Included

Not Covered

Over Specific

(Necessary)

(Important)

(Necessary)

(Necessary)

Details exactly which claims are included in
this report. (e.g., medical, drugs, dental, vision,
chiropractic or any combination thereof.)

Details the claims received
which were not covered by the
aggregate stop-loss contract.

Details the claims exceeding the
specific stop-loss attachment point
(and therefore reimbursed to the
plan). Specific reimbursements do
not accumulate towards the
aggregate attachment point.

Shows the period in
which claims shown
on the report are
incurred and paid.
(e.g. 12/12, 15/12,
12/15, 24/12)

Covered
Units

Annual &
Monthly
Minimum

(Necessary)

(Necessary)

Shows the actual
enrollment count on
a month by month
basis.

Illustrates the annual
and monthly minimum
attachment points.
This is what the
underwriter predicted
the expected claims
to be plus any
risk/reward corridor
added to the
expected claims.

Credible
Source
(Very Important)

This report should
be generated by the
carrier or Third Party
Administrator. It will
not be considered
credible if it has
been modified or
reformatted or in any
way manipulated.

A Very Important Note About Credibility:
This data can be deemed 80% credible if it demonstrates paid claims for 300 man years of
experience. The data above demonstrates 202.6 man years of experience (2431/12). All
underwriters weight and blend the figures demonstrated here with their manual predictions
(normative actuarial data for a similarly situated population). If this data has little or no credibility,
your quote will reflect manual rates only (it will likely be very high). If this data has a high degree of
credibility, your quote will more accurately reflect your actual experience. Often, incumbent
carriers/brokers will attempt to shield themselves from competition by artificially inflating this data
so competitive underwriters are forced to issue manual rates instead of experience based rates.
BOTTOM LINE: The quality of your information directly affects your future rates.

Submit Paid Claims
Report to:
Houston Benefit Service
Inc.
Fax (281) 310 5250
or email electronically to:
brian@houstonbenefitservice
s.com

Data Component #4 - Large Claimant Report
A detailed list of the diagnosis and amount paid on the previous year’s claimants who had
paid claims of 50% of the specific attachment point or $10,000 (whichever is greater).
Aggregate & Specific Contract Types
(Including Specific Attachment Points and/or any Lasers)
(Important)

Diagnosis & Ongoing
Nature of Condition
(Necessary)

Details exactly which contract type the conditions listed applied to in the previous Plan year. This detail
is important when backing payments for large claimants out of the aggregate claims because they
were reimbursed by the carrier and therefore need not be calculated into future aggregate predictions.

Details the medical condition being considered
and notes whether the financial risk associated
with the condition is ongoing or is no longer
present. This is a matter of opinion.

Amount of
Claims Paid

Case
Management
Notes

(Necessary)

This detail tells the
underwriter the
financial impact the
condition had on the
plan in the previous
year.

(Important)

Any notes relevant to
the future financial
risk(s) associated with
the condition(s) will
prove very valuable in
giving the underwriter a
good understanding of
the likelihood of
reoccurrence.

Gender,
Age, EE or
Dependent
(Very Important)

These detail are
important in the
underwriters
prediction of future
medical expenses
related to the
claimant.

Date of Onset & Last Paid:
(Important)

This detail specifies the timeframe in which
the claims were incurred. An underwriter will
consider this in their predictions.

Credible Source
This report should be generated by the
carrier TPA or Case Management company.
It will lose credibility if it has been modified,
reformatted or in any way manipulated.

Submit Large Claims
Report to:
Houston Benefit
Services Inc.
Fax (281) 310 5250
or email electronically to:
brian@houstonbenefitservic
es.com

Data Component #5 - Rate History
A detail of rate and plan history up to the most recent renewal quote if available
Contract Terms

Overall Current and Renewal Rates

(Necessary)

(Very Important, If Available)

This detail clearly illustrates the enrollment count
assumed to be participating in each plan available the
upcoming plan year.

The renewal quote should be delivered 60 days prior to the contract renewal. Late delivery is
one tactic the incumbent carrier will use to shield themselves from competition.

Premium Rates

Aggregate Claims
Funding Factors

(Necessary)

(Important)

This detail is very important in
evaluating the premium rates charged
for specific or aggregate stop-loss.

This detail is important for determining the
expected and maximum claims exposure
per participant

Enrollment Count

Administrative Fees

(Necessary)

(Important)

This detail clearly illustrates the
enrollment count assumed to be
participating in each plan available the
upcoming plan year.

This detail is important for determining the
charges for the current administrative
agreement contract. NOTE: This number
varies based on the different services
being performed. Contract terms and
conditions are necessary to evaluate
administrative costs.

Previous Years Rates
(Optional)

This detail can be important under
some circumstances.

Submit Rate History Report to:
Houston Benefit Services Inc.
Fax (281) 310 5250
or email electronically to:

brian@houstonbenefitservices.com

